Pulse sequence extrapolation with MR image synthesis.
Previous reports have presented validation studies of magnetic resonance (MR) image synthesis in which multiple spin-echo (MSE) source data were used to generate spin-echo images for various echo times and repetition times (TRs). A new method-"pulse sequence extrapolation" -synthesizes images for pulse sequences different from that of the acquisition. MSE data acquired in a time equivalent to a TR of 2,000 msec can be used to generate inversion-recovery (IR) images for arbitrarily chosen TI inversion times. Other combinations of pulse sequences were also studied, and synthetic images were compared visually and quantitatively to directly acquired images with corresponding parameters. Synthetic IR signals of the brain parenchyma consistently matched directly acquired signals to within 6%, with respect to the full magnetization signal. The noise level of synthetic signals was generally no more than twice that of direct acquisition signals, as predicted. This method can achieve selective fat suppression and enhancement in IR imaging.